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rrrr…. at last, a cold snap. Not so good for us Crows, hunkering down in our draughty nests, peering from
our twiggy eyries into those plush heated offices you humans spend your days in... good job we’ve got the
red hot printing presses from this edition of the ‘Crow Chronicle’* to keep us warm – one that focuses on brand positioning.
An issue so central, so crucial and so critical to Brand Managers. It’s a subject so important in fact, that we’ve built our whole
business around it. If you’ve got a brand positioning challenge, we’d love to hear from you.
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Two Wings, Ten Feathers
Not that long ago Crow was briefed by a
client to review different brand positioning
models with a view to taking best practice
and developing a company specific brand
positioning model that would really fly.
As a marketeer and brand builder, Crow
found it an illuminating way to spend a few
days. Apart from the each model being a
lesson in clever metaphors and surprisingly
educational about amusing fruits, body parts
and long-forgotten polygonal shapes, what
was particularly striking were the
commonalities - or lack of them. There
seemed to be little agreement about what
was essential; too little agreement on what
great brand positioning statements need to
have and where they consistently slip up.
We took these learnings right to the heart of
what we do and summarise them as our
‘Two Wings and Ten Feathers’. Not a novel
by Arthur Crownan-Doyle, but a reminder
that there are two essential wings to
getting positioning right.
The first is the 5 critical building blocks –
the structure of what’s important to construct
a compelling & consistent brand.
The second is the 5 watch outs to ensure
the way the positioning is constructed is
sharp, meaningful and clear.

*With our on-going apologies
to The Crewe Chronicle

‘Wing 1’: building blocks of your brand positioning
1. Be clear on purpose. Being
clear on what you want to be, for whom,
by when is important – but not here.
That’s for your plan. Purpose is
something else, higher level, heartfelt. It’s why your business does what it
does, or in this case, why your brand
does what it does. It’s crucial – arguably
the most crucial aspect of your brand
positioning – because it provides
guidance. It cuts off the options. It forces
choice and sacrifice. It defines what you
won’t do as much as what you will.

2. Define who your target
consumer is and their
connection to your brand. It’s
staggering how often the brand
positioning models reviewed made no
reference to the target consumer. None.
Or perhaps a blunt socio-demographic
description and a (made up) pen portrait.
Clarifying who the target is, in a way they
would recognise, and more importantly
what the problem is they want fixing, the
need they want met or the simple desire
they want fulfilled is a cornerstone of
great positioning.

3. Define what the brand is and
what the benefit is. Your brand exists
to fulfil a need. It is bought as a reward for
successfully fulfilling needs, desires or
fixing problems. Being clear on what your
brand offers functionally and what reward
it meets emotionally is critical. Identifying
the underlying truth of your brand is
essential too – and you can only do this if
you’re clear on your target and their
needs..

4. Define how it is recognised.
Great brands are instantly recognisable.
They own many mental pathways: colours,
shapes, words, sounds. These ‘anchors’
can be a curse if your brand has to
change, but a blessing if you’re in good
shape and looking to accelerate.

5. Define the nature of the
relationship. A strong brand is more
than a product. It builds a friendship with
its consumers. Yes, it delivers something
functional in a way that a product does,
but how it communicates, and how it does
so consistently over time, means a
relationship built on more than making
transactions.

‘Wing 2’: your watch outs
1. Confusion. What does each element of the
brand positioning do and why? Phrases get bandied
around interchangeably: positioning, proposition,
promise, traits, values, personality. Lots of elements
but no order, no clarity.

2. Duplication… of words, phrases, sections. If
it’s duplicated, it’s not understood. Precision is key.

3. Compounding. Why have one benefit when
you can have 10? Just because you can offer a
myriad benefits doesn’t mean you should – brains
can’t handle it. Be single-minded.

4. Fluffiness. Don’t let your brand positioning be a
repository for fillers and fluff. Sweep it out. Be brave.
Distil. Find the power.

5. Over-elaborate. Words are so powerful they
are like magic. Don’t write five words when one
powerful one will do. Push for simplicity.
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